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Asset Allocator
Reaching the UK’s discretionary fund managers,
wealth managers and fund selectors every day
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Daily analysis for DFMs and Wealth Managers
Asset Allocator provides unique editorial content to the
UK’s DFMs, Wealth Managers and Fund Buyers to help them
make sense of the latest asset management news, and to
take better asset allocation decisions.
Launched in Autumn 2018, Asset Allocator reaches this
influential audience every day with its carefully restricted,
registration-only email alert.
Thousands of the discretionary fund management / fund
buyer audience in the UK now subscribe to asset allocator –
and more are signing up every day.

“

I’m a big fan of your Asset Allocator
newsletter – keep up the great work!

Chief Investment Strategist, Tilney

”
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Driven by data and insight
Asset Allocator’s unique content is based on two exclusive
in-house data sources.
Our fund selection database encompasses more than
1,000 funds. Using data from more than 50 DFMs, we
measure how often each fund appears in their model
portfolio ranges. That tells us how popular any given fund
is with the UK’s leading fund buyers. We also follow buys
and sells, to track which funds are appearing on selectors’
radars and which are falling from favour.
Our second dataset focuses on DFM asset allocation.
Again, data from more than 50 wealth managers helps
reveal where they are allocating client money. This reveals
which regions and which asset classes they are favouring.
This data is also regularly updated, meaning we can see
how positioning changes over time.
These data sources have tracked the market for over 18
months, providing an unrivalled insight into the investment
preferences of the country’s top fund selectors.
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Influence the leading figures in the wealth
management industry...
Asset Allocator readers – by job role
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…at the most important firms.
Asset Allocator reaches readers from all of the leading fund management firms including:
7IM
Barclays Wealth
Brewin Dolphin
Brooks Macdonald
Canaccord Genuity
Cazenove Capital
Charles Stanley
Close Brothers
Coutts
GAM
Investec Wealth & Investment

“

JM Finn
Kleinworth Hambros
LGT Vestra
Quilter Cheviot
Rathbones
Sarasin
Smith & Williamson
Standard Life Wealth Management
Thesis
Tilney
UBS Wealth Managaement

Really enjoying Asset Allocator by the way.
Genuinely useful and insightful for what we do,
and that is a very rare thing.

”

Senior Investment Manager, Premier Asset Management
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Asset Allocator readers and the AUM of their organisation
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8%

17%

Less than GBP5m

GBP5m - Less
than GBP10m

GBP10m - Less
than GBP50m
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28%

GBP50m - Less
than GBP100m

GBP100m - Less
than GBP500m

GBP500m+
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Advertising and sponsorship opportunities
Display opportunities
• 1 month 25% SOV of Asset Allocator hub
• Wealth Manager/DFM targeting across FTAdviser
• Estimated ad impressions - 50,000
Price - £5,000
Email sponsorship
• Ownership of Newsletter MPU slot for one week
Price - £5,000
Display and Content opportunities
• 1 month package
• 25% SOV of Asset Allocator hub for 1 month
• 4 days of Newsletter MPU slot
• 4 paid post promotions in AA newsletter (original
or repeated promotion) Also hosted in the Asset
Allocator hub on FTAdviser
• 1 Full page advertisement in Financial Adviser
Price - £10,000
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Asset Allocation and Regulation Briefing *NEW for 2020*
Take the pulse of leading Fund Buyers with Asset Allocator
Asset allocation and regulation: 2020 and beyond
Regulatory change has long been a fact of life for the retail investment industry. But while fund
managers and advisers in particular have borne the weight of recent overhauls, the impact on DFMs
hasn’t always been clear. With regulators now broadening their horizons, we will consider how
discretionary fund managers are being forced to adapt both this year and next.
Sponsorship Package
• 10-12 Fund Buyer delegates in attendance
• 20 minute sponsor presentation
• 1 FTAdviser chair + 1 FT journalist
• 2 attendees from sponsor (in addition to speaker)
• Event write-up in Financial Adviser + full page ad
• 10 x email MPUs on Asset Allocator across 3 months
• Pre-event marketing across FT titles with sponsor logo
• Pre-event marketing to email database
• Pre-event marketing via social media channels
• Promotion to audience on FT.com

• Logo on signage at event
• 1 junior page ad in FT Money or FTfm
• “Opt-in” delegate contact details
Price - £25k for sole sponsorship
Briefings and Masterclasses also available
targeting advisers
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Asset Allocator Virtual debates *NEW for 2020*
Asset Allocator Virtual Debates offer your brand the chance to share its
considered opinion with the Asset Allocator audience.
The editor of Asset Allocator will provide six topical questions for you
to answer, and this will be presented in a conversational ‘virtual debate’
format within a scrollable digital report.
The report will then be promoted to the Asset Allocator audience via email
and social media. To widen its reach, a targeted co-branded campaign will
be run across FT.com. Wealth managers and DFM's will be directed to the
campaign and will be immediately aware of your brand's sponsorship.
Sponsorship package
• Sole sponsorship of 'virtua debate' digital report
• Co-branded (with Asset Allocator) ad campaign running on FT.com
• UK-only quarter page in FTfm
Price - £8,000
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For more information please contact:
Nathalie Sadler
Strategic Sales Director
+44 (0)207 775 6611
nathalie.sadler@ft.com

